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ALIYAH AOAINST PARENTAL
OBJECTIONS

ChQkhmat Adam. Rabbi Danzig
cites an incident recorded in Kiddushin 31 b relating that Rav Ami,

An increasing number of

with the sanction of Rav Y ochan-

young men and women are joining
the tide of immigrants leaving their

pose of meeting his mother. This

native countries in order to settle

narrative would indicate that the

in IsraeL. Quite frequently parents
are unhappy at the prospect of

fulfilment of the precept regarding

their adolescent son or daughter

living at such a great distance from
the parental home. Are children

an, left the Holy Land for the pur-

dwelling in the Land of Israel does
not supercede one's duty to honor
a father or mother. Nevertheless,

permitted to emigrate to Israel

Rabbi Danzig refrains from issuing
a final decision, noting that appar-

despite their parents' objections or
does fulfiling the commandment to
honor one's parents take precedence

volved with regard to this complex

over the mitzvah of dwellng in

ently another consideration is inmatter. There is a general principle

that honor is due parents only if

the Land of Israel? The question is

according such honor does not con-

reviewed in Or ha-Mizrach by

flict with the performance of re-

Rabbis Judah Gershuni and Israel

ligious precepts. Children are ob-

Schepansky in the Nisan 5731 is- ligated to honor parents, but parsue and by Rabbi Israel Hess of
Rananah, Israel, in the Tishn 5732

ents and children alike are obliged

and Rabbi Schepansky appeared
in Shanah ba-Shanah, 5725, and

finds expression in observance of

to honor God. Hence, the honor

edition. (An earlier treatment of due to parents is subordinate to
this topic by Rabbi Shaul Israeli the honor due the Almighty which

was reviewed in this column by
Rabbi Immanuel J akobovits, TRA-

DITIoN' Summer, 1965. J
An important discussion of the

entire matter is found in

His commandments.
Rabbi Schepansky observes that

a much earlier authority, Rabbi
Meir of Rotenburg, Teshuvot Moharam hen Barukh (Berlin, 5651),
no. 79, addressing himself to pre-

Sha'arei Zedek (Mishpetei ha-

cisely the same question, states un-

i Aretz 11 :5), a halakhic compen-

equivocally that settlement in the

dium devoted exclusively to the Land of Israel constitutes fulfilaws pertaining to the Holy Land. ment of a Divine precept and

The codifer of this work is R. hence the honor of God takes
Abraham Danzig, author of the precedence over
widely used Chayyei Adam and one's parents.

the honor due to
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The identical question is posed

and mother,'" The exemption

parents, no less than the child, are

of dwellng in the Holy Land. Since
this dispensation was granted solely

by Teshuvot Mabit, I, no. 139.. granted to Abraham, Rabbi Panzig
This authonty declares that the notes, was for the express purpose
bound to pay honor to God and
adds that the parents "can also

emigrate with him and both precepts wil be fulflled:' Rabbi Hess
cites the concurring opinion of Ma-

to Abraham it would appear that
others must give priority to hon-

oring parents over fulllment of

the commandment concerning set-

. harik,no. 166, and of Hallah, R.
PInchas ha-LevI Horowitz. In his

tlement in IsraeL. Rabbi Schep-

biblical commentary. Panim Yafot
(Lekh Lekha), the latter authority

trary rulings of the earlier authori-

observes that Naomi's sons incurred the punishment of. 'an early

death (Ruth 1:2-5) precisely be-

ansky, emphasizing the con-

ties previously cited, observes that
the evidence adduced from the
Midrashic comment is not conclusive. Ahraham required

special dis-

. cause they departed from the Land

pensation because, at the time of

of Israel in order to pay honor
to their father. Rabbi Gershuni

home, settlement in the Holy Land

cites a similar :ring which is in-

did not yet constitute the full-

his departre from his parental

ment of . a mitzvah. The Holy Land
. was not yet his possession and had
not as yet become the ''Land of IsraeL." Oruy with the granting of
tipn of earlÌer sources. .
. Rabbi Danzig, to whom the earli- . the 'Land of Canaan to Abraham
er responsa dealing with this sub- as the homeland of the Jewish
corporated by R. Israel of Sokolov

hi his Pe'at ha-Shulchan, Hilkhot
Eretz Yisrael 2:21, without men-

ject were apparently. unavailable,

. quotes an intriguing Midrashic

people did setØ,ement in Israel

constitute fument . of one of

comment on the verse, "Go you

the commandments of the Torah.

from your land and from' your

In all subsequent periods.

Rabbi

birhplace and 'from your father's
house" (Genesis 12: 1). Noting the
seemingly redundant inclusion of

Schepansky argues, honor due to

the word "you-lekha," the Mid-

ment in Israel in the same manner

rash declares that this word was

that the obligation to honor one's '
parents may not be permitted to .

'add~d for a specific purpose. "Our

one's parents may not be pér-

mitted to interfere With sette-.

. father Abraham was afraid and deter one' in the performance of '
said, 'I wil

go and through me the

other precepts.

An interesting ramifcation of
Divine Name wil be profaned;
this
issue' involves a possible dis(people) wil say he left a father
and went away in his old age.' tinction between sons and daugh-.
. The Holy One, Blessed be He, said

ters with regard to the question at I

hand. Since the objéction to honor:
frôm the precept of honoring fath- one's parents is set aside' only for I
er and mother, but another I do the sake of fufilment of another ¡

to him, 'Go YOU,. you I exempt

not exempt from honorig father
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. commandment, the discussion cen-.
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,ters around the question of

in the interim between leaving his

whether women are also bound

father's home and arriving at the

by the commandment to dwell

house of Laban. Shulkhan Arukh,
Yoreh De'ah 230:25, emphasizes

in IsraeL. Rabbi Schepansky cites
the comment of Rabbenu Nis~

that parental directives may be

sim, Ketubot 110b. Teshuvot Rash~

disregarded with regard to a locale

bash,

no. 2, and Maharit, II, no.

28, who state explicitly that no
distinction exists between males

for Torah study even ü such in-:

structions are born of a wellgrounded concern for the safety

and females with regard to per- and well-being of the son.
forimi.nce of this mitzvah. How-

Pitehe; Teshuvah adds that the

ever, he notes parenthetically, a

same provision applies to the

dissenting opinion of Teshuvot

choice of a synagogue for prayer.

Rashbatz, I, no. 21 and III. no.
198, to the effect that the COff-

Regardless of parental wishes in

.consists not simply of living in the

feels he wil be able to pray with
the greatest measure of fervor.

the matter~ a child may elect to
.mandment uf" dwelling in Israel worship in whichever synagogue he
,country but of establishig sover-

eignty and acquirig territory.
Rashbatz views these tasks as being
male prerogatives and rules that
women are exempt from this commandment.
While there may be some dif-

Rabbi Schepansky observes that,
by the same token, the desire to
pray at the Holy Places warrants
disregard of parental objections to
settlement in IsraeL.

Although the Shulkhan Arukh

ference of opinion with regard to

declares that intention to further

'settlement in Israel against parental

Torah studies is in itself suffcient

objections, the case of students

justification for ignoring parental

who wish to study Torah in Israel
entirely diferent. It is clear that

preferences with regard to places

is

of domicile, Rabbi Schepansky

parental disapproval need not stand

questions whether this is true only

in the way of children who desire
to further their Torah studies in

Israel or, indeed, in any other coun-

of male children or whether a

young woman's desire to study at

a Torah institution also supercedes

try. Since the mitzvah of Torah her duty to honor her parents.
study, ,takes precedence over hon-

Here, too, the discussion centers

oring one's parents, the student is
free to study wherever he feels his
efforts wil lead to enhanced proficiency. The Gemara, Megilah
16b, tells us that Jacob was punished for being remiss in fulfiling
the commandment of honoring
,one's parents throughout the years
he spent in, the home of Laban.
He was not punished for the period

around the nature of the obliga-

he sp'ent in the academy' of Ever

tions of women with regard to
Torah study. However, in light of
Rabbi Schepansky's previous com~

ments, desire to pray at the Holy
Places is itself sufcient reason for
disregarding the wishes of one's
parents - a consideration which

certainly applies to women as well
as to men. Furthermore, the ques-

tion of the technical nature of
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women's obligations with regard to 'ever, R. Moses Isserles, in a gloss

. Tòrah study may well be irrele-

to this ruling, indicates that this

vant to the question under discus-

provision, while valid in theory,

sion,' Torah education serves to in-

is nevertheless inoperative in practice. Rema declares that quite apart
from the problems related to dese-

'stil spiritual values in addition to
imparting academic knowledge.

Women are enjoined to' strive for

cration of the Sabbath it is for-

piety and devotion no less than

bidden to attempt a post-mortem

men.. A young lady who feels that

Caesarean for other reasons. Such

study in Israel wil enhance her

commitment to Judaism and its

attempts are forbidden on weekdays as well as on the Sabbath,

precepts may allow these considerations to be the deciding factor.

lack the competence to determine

It goes without saying that ,even

with exactitude the precise moment

, . when' parental counsel does not

of maternal death. Since one may

carry with it an halakhic imperative the considered judgment and

nOi eveIÌ move a limb of a mori-

mature advice of parents,' who are
deeply concerned for the welfare

his death'it is obvious that an in-

of their children, should not be
disregarded lightly.

according to Rema, because we

bund person lest this action hasten

cision into the womb can not be
made until such time as death has
been established with absolute certainty. The requirement that death

POST-MoRTEM CAESAREAN

be established conclusively necessitates a significant delay following

The medical feasibilty of a postmortem Caesarean section in order
has died in labor was not only

the manifestation of clinical symptoms of death. Rema declares that
it is a foregone conclusion that the
fetus wil no longer be viable after

'known in Talmudic times but was

this period has elapsed. This pro-

to save the fetus after the mother

regarded as an obligatory proced- ,cedure, if performed after the reure in order to preserve the life of quired delay, serves no medical
the unborn child. The Gemara,

purpose and consequently consti-"

Eruchin 7a, declares that if a wom-

tutes an unwarranted violation of

an dies in childbirth on the Sab-

the corpse.

- bath, a knife may be brought
through a public domain in order

is that what may
appear to be cessation of respiraRema's position

to make an incision into the uterus

tory activity

for' the purpose of removing the

an absolute criterion of death. Our

thus evident that not

lack of competence is due to an
inabilty to distinguish between

fetus. It is

'only is this procedure compatible

cannot be accepted as

with haIakhic principles but that
Sabbath regulations may bevio-

death and a fainting spell or swoon.

authoritatively cited by Shulkhan
Arukh, Ordch Chaim 330:5. How-

imal that it cannot be perceived.

In the latter cases respiratory ac-

lated in order to save the life of tivity does continue to occur al. the unborn fetus. This ruling is though respiration may be so min-

, 1l4

Writing. in the Tammuz 573 i is-
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.sue of Ha-Ma'ayan, Dr. Jacob

.-Levy, an Israeli physician and frequent contributor to halakhic journals, argues that in light of the

clinical aids now available to the
.. physician the considerations raised

by Rema are no longer relevant.

changed circumstances which enable medical science to determine
that death has already occurred.
This argument is cogent because

the Rema, himself, remarks that

it had become necessary to disre-

gard the earlier authoritative deRama's declaration that the ruling 'cision of the Shulkhan Arukh soleof the Shu/khan Arukh is not fol- ly because of a lack of medical
lowed in practice is based upon the expertise.
fear that a fainting spell or swoon
This question is essentially part
may' be misdiagnosed as death. Dr.

Levy points out that in many cases
the possibilty of such errors can

be eliminated by use" of a sphygmo-

manometer to determine that no
blood pressure . can be detected in

conjunction with an electrocardiagram to ascertain that all cardiac
activity. has ceased. Accordingly,
Dr. Levy strongly recommends that

. rabbinic authorities declare that
the original ruling of the Shulkhan
. A rukh now be followed in practice.

Dr. Levy adds that this proposal
should not be construed as an ab-

rogation of Rema's ruling since
many authorities recognize that Rema's statement is based upon em-

pirical considerations and admits
to exceptions. For example, R.

of a much broader problem; namely, the establishment of an exact

definition of death in Jewish law,
a topic which has received much

attention of late. Rema does not

indicate how much time must

elapse after apparent cessation of

respiration before the patient may
be pronounced dead. Various later
authorities establish a twenty-minute waiting period, others a period

of thirty. minutes. Several con-

temporary halakhic scholars who
have addressed themselves to this
issue fail to .abrogate this waiting

period. Establishment of a precise

definition of death is a problem of

utmost significance which awaits
further clarifcation.
BABY FORMULA ON PASSOVER

Ya'akov Reischer, Shevut Ya'akov,
I, nos. i and i 3, in discussing the

In general, halakhah requires

bizarre case of a pregnant woman

that even infants not be fed any
who had accidentally been decapi- form of chametz (leaven) during

tated, states unequivocally that the
.. physician who had the presence of

the period of the Passover holi-

mind to incise the abdomen immediately in order to remove the fetus

with regard to babies whose pedia-

day. Problems arise in rare cases
tricians have prescribed a specific

need have no pangs of conscience

formula containing an admixture

since in this instance the mother's
prior death. is established beyond

of chametz and for whom for med-

caviL. Similàr1y, concludes Dr. Levy, . Rema's statement should not

stitute another. In light of the Gemara~s declaration, Yevamot 114a,

be viewed asnorrative under

that "depriving. an infant of milk

ical reasons, is not possible to sub-
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may endanger his life there is no

which one enjoys proprietary own-

question that under such circum-

ership. Dr. Ness points out that

stances the child may be given the
prescribed formula. However, apart

it is possible to transfer ownership

from the prohibition against par-

infant, who is of course a minor,

taking of chametz the very posses-

thereby rendering the prohibition

sion of such foostufs during

inoperative as far as the parents

Passover is forbidden. This pro-

are concerned. Actual transfer of

hibition is, of course, also suspend-

ownership can be accomplished by

involved but only if no alternative
can be devised. Is it possible for

ticle of clothing to. the father on

of the formula in question to the

ed when danger to human life is having an individual present a
handkerchief (sudar) or other ar-

the parents, upon whom devolves

behalf of the child in the presence

the prohibition against owning

of witnesses in exchange for the

chametz, "to obviate' transgression

formula which thereby becomes the
propert of the child. Alternatively, this person may acquire title on

of this prohibition as it applies to

. the supplies of formula?
Magen Avraham, Orach Chaim

behalf of the child by placing the

450:9 and 343:3 indicates that a . formula in a container and lifting
child who must be fed chametz

the container in his hands (haga-

should be taken to the residence of

bah). It is further advised that the

non-Jew using the latter's own

closet, ownership of which is also

food. In the event that the child is

transferred to the child by the act

. a non-Jew and there fed by the formula be placed in a particular
too il to be moved, M agen A vra-

of sealing off the closet on behalf

ham rules that the gentile may
feed the child in the home of the

of the child, thereby transferring

proprietorship of both the closet

parents provided the food used in

and its contents to the infant. The

. feeding the infant belongs to the
gentile. The diffculties involved in
such arrangements are obvious.

be done by an agent on behalf of
the child thereby effecting transfer

act of sealing the closet must also

Despite the attendant inconven-

of ownership from the father to

ience Rabbi Meir Goldberger,

the child.

writing in the Nisan 5731 issue of
Ha-Ma'or, states that-no other pro-

MEDICAL QUESTIONS CONCERNING

cedure is permissible unless no

SHABBAT

gentile willng to perform this service can be found and lack of such
food will restit in actual danger

Over the centuries countless editions of the siddur have been pub.

to the child. .

lished, many of which were de-

In an article appearing in the

signed for specifc scholarly or

Adar 5731 issue of Ha-Pardes, Dr.

pragmatic purposes. A litte over

Baruch Ness offers 'an interesting

a year ago another edition was add-

suggestion. The prohibition against
possession of chametz during Pass. over applies only to -chametz over

Siddur Minchat Yerushalayim,
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and published in Israel under the

become a modern classic. Indeed.

aegis of the prestigious Otzar ha-

much of the material incorporated

Poskim, is in a class by itself by
virtue of its success in combining

in this section is culled from
the latter, work. The title page

so many divers~ features in one indicates that the defiitiveopinvolume. Published in a small form-

ions contained therein have re-

at with a soft plastic cover, the

ceived the approbation of Rabbi

siddur is pocket size despite its Shlomo Zalman Auerbach. dean
twelve hundred odd pages. Apart

of Yeshivah Kol Torah and one of

from its comprehensiveness in anticipating the worshipper's every

Israel's foremost halakhic authorities.

need the siddur abounds in ilustrations and tables ranging from
detailed, diagrammed instructions
for the construction of a Shabbat

eruv to step by step ilustrations
of the procedure to be followed in

fashioning the special knots of the
phylacteries. One part of the work
contains numerous pictures of
fruits and vegetables, both common
and exotic, identifed and classifed

Fascinating as this treasure-trove~

cum-prayerbook may be, it is obviously not in the nature of periodical literature. Let us hasten to
add that there. is a literary

sequel

to the above which places the entire matter squarely within the purview of this departent. Appended
to the Divrei Refu' ah be-Shabbat

is a series of footnotes written by
the late Rabbi Pinchas Epstein,

to be pronounced before partaking

who served' as head of Jerusalem's
Edah ha-Charedit, in which the lat.

of them and ÎJcludes a chart from

ter disagrees with many of the

which the reader can determine
at a glance the proper order in

opinions expressed by Rabbi Nei~

which such. blessings are to be recited. Several 'sections. are .
devoted

the publication ,of these opposing

tó. practical halakhot with. special

strained 10 . defend his own conclu.

emphasis on' the laws concerning
the Holy Places and the mitzvot

sions and to present the halakhic

unique to the Land of IsraeL. For

based. The Sivan-Tammuz 5731 is-

in terms of the appropriate blessing

hart and: Rabbi Auerbach. With

views Rabbi Auerbach felt. con-

reasoning upon which. they are

'the attentive, merely' leafig

sue of Moriah features a lengthy

through the pages of this siddur

article by Rabbi Auerbach in which
he replies in great detail to a num-

can become a valuable educational

expenence.
Particularly noteworthy is an appendix entitled, Divrei Refu' ah be-

ber of Rabbi Epstein's glosses. The

Shabbat, dealing with care of the

these disputes are in effect paradigm caseS havig wide - ramifica-

sick on Shabbat. This material was
compiled by Rabbi Joshua Neibart,
author of Shemirat Shabbat ke-

specifc hypothetical questions

which constitute the subject of
tions with reg~rd to treatment and
care of the sick on Shabbat.

Hilkhata, a work which in the few
short years which have elapsed

1) Rabbi Auerbach, rules that it

since its publication has already

is .

permissible- to perform such, ser..
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vices as lighting a fire or boiling

dividual . to

water on behalf of a patient who is

sonal action is necessary in order

seriously il although a kindled

to preserve life even though such

lamp or boiled water could be secured from a neighbor if obtaining
these items frpm the neighbor

a) whatever për-

action may involve transgression of
other biblical ordinances and

b) financial expenditures if preser:.

would cause the latter some de-

vation of the life of one's fellow is

privation or inconvenience. Thus

impossible otherwise. However, the

if the neighbor is asleep and would
have to be awakened or requires
the water for his own use, one need
not impose upon the neighbor but

commandment does not obligate
financial expenditures. in order to
obviate the necessity for a physical

act which itself constitutes a viola-

may do whatever is necessary on

tion of Jewish law. Such expendi-

behalf of the patient. Rabbi Eliezer

tures, maintains Rabbi. Auerbach,

Waldenberg (Tzitz Eli'ezer, VIII,

are mandated only if the patient

no. 15, chap. 11, sec. 7) has simi-

is one's own young child

larly stated that a person need not

One must incur financial loss in

give his lamp to a sick neighbor in
order to prevent infringement of

or wife.

order to avoid desecration of the
Sabbath only if one
bears general

Shabbat laws and himself remain

financial

bereft of ilumination.

of the patient in question. Such

responsibilty for the care

Rabbi Epstein takes issue with

general responsibilty is recognized

this ruling and argues that each

by halakhah only with regard to

and every individual is obligated
to' do whatever may be necessary
to ,preserve the life of his fellow

even though this'may involve inconvenience to himself. According-

one's wife and.young children.
There is yet another considera-'

tion which must be taken into account. . It is. evident from the comments of

Rema '.328; 11. 'and Mish-.

ly, the neighbor is himself under neh Berurah 328:-35 that; 'in proobligation to provide a: lamp or hot

viding for the needs of a seriously

water if needed by the patient.
There is, therèfore, no reason for

permitted in order to secure alter-

order to do so since the same re-

nate modes of providing such needs
which do not involve Sabbath dese-

othèrs to violate Shabbat law in

sults may be achieved by the neigh-

bor without violation. Ths conclusion may also be

inferred as being

the position of Divrei Malki'el, I,
no. 28, whose views wil be ex-

amined later.

il person, only minimal delay is

cration. More than minimal delay
is forbidden even if the danger to
life is not immediate. Accordingly,
concludes Rabbi Auerbach, if any

signifcant lapse of time would be

In defending his position Rabbi

involved in arousing the neighbor
from his sleep or in transporting

Auerbach establishes an interesting

the required article there is no

thesis according to which the com-

mandment, "Yon shall not stand
idly by the blood' of your' fellow"
(Leviticus 19: i 6) obligates
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question at all that it is mandatory
imediately to do 'everything nec-

essary on behalf of the patient even
if infringement of Sabbath laws is

-,
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involved.

by Divrei Malk'iel, I, no. 28, con-

2) The same principles may be cerns provision of kosher food for
,applied to the resolution of a sec-

ond question. If a Iarger number

of gravely. il patients than anticipated are admtted to a hospital on
Shabbat are the nurses and other

hospital employees obliged to make

the sick. If the patient has only

non-kosher food available to him
are relatives and friends obligated

to 'extend themselves in order _ to
provide kosher meals at their Own

expense? This problem arises quite

,their own food available to the

frequently since patients are often

patients in order to avoid the ne-

make provisions for kosher meals.

confined in, hospitals which do not

cessity of cooking on behalf of
those newly admtted patients or

If for psychological reasons the pa-

may they consume their own previously prepared food and cook
additional food on behalf of such
patients? On the basis of the pre-

is regurgitated because, the patient

viously stated considerations Rabbi
Auerbach rties that the hospital
employees

need not surrender their

own food in order to prevent desecration of the Sabbath. Rabbi Auerbach further adds that, since it is
Dot a halakhic requirement, such
employees should not ,be asked or

advised to relinquish tbeIr own

tient finds himself incapable ,of

consuming such food or if the food
is revolted by non-kosher food

there is ,no qu~stion that one must
provide food which the patient can

digest. Divrei Malki'el rules that
even in the aasence of such consid-

erations kosher food must be pro-vided. All persons are obligated to

do whatever is necessary in order
to 'cure the patieIlt and no dispensationpermittipg .non-kosher

food is _ halakhic1y recognized,. if
food OIl behalf of the patients. kosher
food can. be provide,d. Eol-

Rabbi Auerbach points out that in
nUine(ous instances the Sages ex-

press fear- that if subjected to hardship on a given occasion a person

may be remiss in fulfiling his obligation under similar circum-

lowing Divrei !kalki'el'slIne of raas,oning ,it. m~y be inferred that. if
no undue delay is involved~ others

must go by foot to call. a physician
in order to spare the patient the

need to telephone on Shabbat. By

stances in some future emergency.
the sam~ token,' they must make
An employee requested to accept available
their own lamp or boiled
undue discomfort may well react water in order
to obviate the necesby refusing Shabbat duty _ in the
sity
for
the
patient
to light a fire
future.
or to cook.

3) If the patient is himself incapable of visiting the physician's
offce but is able to telephone the
doctor, are others obligated to go

by foot to request the doctor to

visit the patient?
A comparable question discussed

Rabbi Auerbaçh notes the views

of Divrei Malki'el and also cites
the apparently similarly dissenting
view of Teshuvot Radbaz, II, no.
130. Rabbi Auerbach himself, however. disagrees." In, the first place,

as noted in,section -onè, Rabbi
Auerbacli maintains that a person
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is not obligated to ask another to
provide for the needs of a patient
in order to obviate the necessity
of violating Shabbat laws. Second~

ly, he argues, that even given a
negative anwer to the question
posed in the fist section and grant~

ing that a neighbor must give his

own lamp in order to obviate the
necessity for. someone else to kindle

of Orthodox Thought
endanger the lives of persons coming into contact with them constitúte a hazard to 'lie. Accordingly,

any necessary measures may be
taken to eliinate the danger. Rab-

bi Epstein adopts an oppøsing view

and declares that no violation of
the Sabbath may be sanctioned in
such an instace since the situation
can be remedied by afing a
necessary,
"danger" sign or,. if

a lamp on behalf of the patient,
the neighbor . is obliged to do so standing guard and warning unonly if the patient is incapable of wary individuals that touchig the
lighting the fire hiself. If the patient is unable to perform a service
for himself others must provide

him with hi needs. Since al are
under equal obligation, priary re~

sponsibilty falls upon the person
who can do so without trngression.

However, if the patient can perform the service for himself no
obligation whatsoever devolves

exposed wire is. dangerous. .
A precedent for the resolution

of this problem is found by Rabbi
Auerbach in Shulkhan Arukh, Orach Chaim' .334:27, in the ruling

that a glowing coal, found in a lo-

cation where the .public may be
harmed thereby, may. be extinguished on the Sabbath. There is no

mention of an. obligation to

upon others. The injunction uy ou

stand guard over the coal 'in order

shall not stand idly by the blood
of yóur . fellow," Rabbi Auerbach

to eliminate .the necessity' for ex-

claims, implies only that one is
obligated 'tG preserve' the life of
one who

cannot save himlf; there

is no such obligation if the person
has the abilty to save himself but

wilfuly refuses to do so. Hence,

Rabbi Auerbach rules that, in the
cas at hand, if the patient is himself able to telephone the doctor,

others have no responsibilty in the
matter and are, therefore, not obligated to sufer inconvenience in

'order to prevent an act of Sabbath
violation by the patient.

tinguishing the' burning coal on
Shabbat. In view' 'of . the absence

of such :provision Rabbi AnerbaCh

claims. that it. may be concluded
that in instances in which:it is per-

missible to violate the Sabbath laws
in order to save another person's

life there is no obligation to incur

a financial loss or to undergo undue inconvenience in order to
eliminate the necessity for such

Shabbat desecration. The arguments applicable with regard to' the

ßrst of this senes of quesûons are,
of course, germane with regard to
Rabbi Authis problem as well. In

4) A closely related but not a
directly

medical question involves

exposed ,electrcal wiring' on Shab..
bat. Rabbi Neibar.rues that .fallen
. lines or exposed wires wbi~h may
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erbach's opinion, in each of the
cases under dicussion . acceptance
of financial loss or inconvenience
in order to eliminate thç nece'Ssity
of .Shabbat ,riolatioú'is not a .halak~
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hic obligation but is nevertheles a

in which these rulings may be apcommendable ac of piety.
plied are often encountered by the
The general principles which observant physician in the course
emerge from these decisions are of of his practice. The paricular designicance in the resolution of tails of each question of thi nature
many simar problems which anse wil, of course, require fuer
with regard to care of the sick on analysis.

the Sabbath. Comparable situations
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